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Chapter 1 : 3 Simple Plays For A Quick 3-Point Shot
Whether exploring the loneliness of an unhappy marriage (in The Yalta Game, based on Chekhov's story The Lady with
the Lapdog), or imagining the bittersweet meeting of Sonya (Uncle Vanya's niece) and Andrei (the brother of a certain
three sisters) in a new work inspired by characters from two Chekhov plays, Friel shows his own masterful range.

The exact timing for rallies or selloffs is uncertain, but polls will be open from 7 a. Eastern Daylight Time in
the United States. Three stocks stand out as potentially profitable plays in this volatile binary scenario, with
primary U. These are liquid companies familiar to American traders, carving out well-organized patterns that
show relatively narrow buy and sell zones. This could yield high percentage movement that initially favors
market players with European trading accounts. The stock is currently trading in single digits within a six-year
sideways pattern. A Fibonacci grid drawn across the into uptrend defines current price action, placing the
stock at the. Range support first drawn in aligns perfectly with the. A breakdown from this range could reward
short sellers with high percentage profits, making it an attractive choice if Brexit passes. A selloff into support,
as opposed to a breakdown, should offer a long-side bounce play, but reward potential will be limited to 7.
This is a relatively strong sector around the world, with D. Utility Average recently breaking out to an all-time
high , despite continued malaise in our local markets. This stock topped out in the mids in and sold off to 37
during the bear market. A slow motion recovery reached the. A breakout above The stock returned to the high
just above 50 red line in and has spent the last three years grinding sideways in an endless test of multi-decade
resistance. This sideways pattern has carved the rough outline of a head and shoulders top, with a broad
support zone between 35 and This should slow or stall downside momentum if Brexit passes and the stock
descends through A gap through that zone would mark the most bearish scenario, favoring aggressive short
sales while buyers should wait until a relief rally pierces the declining highs trendline green line in the mids.
Due to an expected close vote, American traders should prepare to buy strength or sell short weakness in plays
that show the highest reward potential and lowest risk. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free
10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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After three-turnover game, Brian Lewerke is still going to take chances to make plays. "First of all, Brian is trying to
create and make plays," Dantonio said, "and sometimes when you do that.

There are accounts of Healy threatening to bomb theaters if Howard, Fine and Howard ever performed there,
which worried Shemp so much that he almost left the act; reportedly, only a pay raise kept him on board.
Healy reportedly took one look at Jerry, who had long chestnut-red hair and a handlebar mustache, and
remarked that he did not look like he was funny. They appeared in feature films and short subjects, either
together, individually, or with various combinations of actors. The trio was featured in a series of musical
comedy shorts, beginning with Nertsery Rhymes. The short was one of a few shorts to be made with an early
two-strip Technicolor process, including one featuring Curly without Healy or the other Stooges, Roast Beef
and Movies The shorts themselves were built around recycled Technicolor film footage of production
numbers cut from MGM musicals, such as Children of Pleasure , Lord Byron of Broadway and the unfinished
March of Time all Both Healy and the Stooges went on to separate successes, with Healy dying under
mysterious circumstances in In , the trioâ€”now officially named "The Three Stooges"â€”signed on to appear
in two-reel comedy short subjects for Columbia Pictures. The Stooges thought that their days were numbered
and would sweat it out each year, with Cohn renewing their contract at the last moment. This deception kept
the insecure Stooges unaware of their true value, resulting in them having second thoughts about asking for a
better contract without a yearly option. Del Lord directed more than three dozen Stooge films, Jules White
directed dozens more and his brother Jack White directed several under the pseudonym "Preston Black".
Silent film star Charley Chase also shared directorial responsibilities with Lord and White. Nearly every film
produced became a classic in its own right. Hoi Polloi adapted the premise of Pygmalion , with a stuffy
professor making a bet that he can transform the uncultured trio into refined gentlemen; the plotline worked so
well that it was reused twice, as Half-Wits Holiday and Pies and Guys Three Little Beers featured the Stooges
running amok on a golf course to win prize money. Disorder in the Court features the team as star witnesses in
a murder trial. However, taken in bulk, the wartime films are decidedly substandard. The highlight of the film
features the Stooges engaging in nonsensical gymnastics the real spies are renowned acrobats for a skeptical
group of enemy agents. The fact that Curly had to shave his head for the act led him to feel unappealing to
women. To mask his insecurities, he ate and drank to excess and caroused whenever the Stooges made
personal appearances, which was approximately seven months of each year. His weight ballooned in the s, and
his blood pressure became dangerously high. During a five-month hiatus from August through January , the
trio committed themselves to making a feature film at Monogram, followed by a two-month-long live
appearance gig in New York City , with performances seven days a week. Curly also entered a disastrous third
marriage in October , leading to a separation in January and divorce in July That unhappy union wrecked his
already fragile health. They had only 24 days of work over the next three months, but eight weeks of time off
could not help the situation. In those last six shorts, ranging from Monkey Businessmen through Half-Wits
Holiday , Curly was seriously ill, struggling to get through even the most basic scenes. They hoped for a full
recovery, but Curly never appeared in a film again except for a single cameo appearance in the third film after
Shemp returned to the trio, Hold That Lion! It was the only film that contained all four of the original Stooges
the three Howard brothers and Larry on screen simultaneously. According to Jules White, this anomaly came
about when Curly visited the set one day, and White had him do this bit for fun. His scene was deleted from
the final release. Shemp wanted assurance that rejoining them would be only temporary, and that he could
leave the Stooges once Curly recovered. Shemp resumed being a Stooge. Curly remained ill until his death of
a cerebral hemorrhage from additional strokes on January 18, Jules White, however, persisted in employing
the "living cartoon" style of comedy that reigned during the Curly era. White would force either Shemp or
Moe to perform similar gags and mannerisms originated by Curly, resulting in what appeared to be lackluster
imitation. Brideless Groom and Who Done It? White also contributed a few fair entries, such as Hold That
Lion! Another benefit from the Shemp era was that Larry was given more time on screen. Columbia Pictures
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blocked the series from going into production, but allowed the Stooges to make television guest appearances.
The studio decided to downsize its short-subject division, resulting in producer Hugh McCollum being
discharged and director Edward Bernds resigning out of loyalty to McCollum. Bernds had been contemplating
his resignation for some time, as he and Jules White were often at odds. In another cost-cutting measure,
White would create a "new" Stooge short by borrowing footage from old ones, setting it in a slightly different
storyline and filming a few new scenes often with the same actors in the same costumes. White was initially
very subtle when recycling older footage: White came to rely so much on older material that he could film the
"new" shorts in a single day. Shemp, in particular, disliked working with White after Moe was stunned and
contemplated disbanding the Stooges. However, Cohn reminded him that the team owed Columbia four
additional films with Shemp. Several comedians were considered, including noted African-American actor
Mantan Moreland , [20] but Columbia insisted on a comedian already under contract. Besser had been starring
in his own short-subject comedies for the studio since and appeared in supporting roles in a variety of movies,
making his persona sufficiently well known. Besser was the only Stooge other than Curly who dared to hit
Moe back in retaliation. Both Moe and Jules White approved of the idea, but used it sparingly in order to
match the old footage in films that were remakes. The American space craze also led to three entries focusing
on space travel: The final comedy produced was Flying Saucer Daffy, filmed on December 19â€”20, No
formal goodbyes or congratulatory celebrations occurred in recognition of their work and of the money that
their comedies had earned for the studio. Moe visited Columbia several weeks after the dismissal to say
goodbye to several executives. With no active contract in place, Moe and Larry discussed plans for a personal
appearance tour. Larry suggested former Ted Healy stooge Paul "Mousie" Garner , but based on his tryout
performance, Moe later remarked that he was "completely unacceptable". Weeks later, Larry came across
burlesque performer Joe DeRita , and thought he would be a good fit. With so many films available for
broadcast, daily television airings provided heavy exposure aimed squarely at children. Parents who had
grown up seeing the same films in the theaters began to watch alongside their children and, before long,
Howard, Fine and DeRita were in high demand. This lineup, now frequently referred to as "Larry, Moe and
Curly Joe," starred in six full-length feature films from to Throughout the early s, the Stooges were one of the
most popular and highest-paid live acts in America. The first episode, "Home Cooking", featured the boys
rehearsing for a new television show. Like Jerks of All Trades in , the pilot did not sell. However, Norman
Maurer was able to reuse the footage reprocessed in black and white for the first ten minutes of The Three
Stooges in Orbit. The Stooges appeared in live-action color footage, which preceded and followed each
animated adventure in which they voiced their respective characters. On January 9, , during production of the
pilot, Larry suffered a paralyzing stroke , ending his acting career along with plans for the television series.
The pilot was unfinished and several key shots were missing, but producer Norman Maurer edited the
available footage and made the pilot a minute special that was released to the Cartrivision videocassette home
video market in The film would have been a departure from typical Stooge fare, with dark-edged humor and
scenes of war violence, but insufficient funding prevented production from advancing beyond the script stage.
The act fared poorly with minimal bookings. For the next several years, Moe appeared regularly on talk shows
and did speaking engagements at colleges, while DeRita quietly retired. Larry suffered another stroke in
mid-December , and four weeks later an even more massive one. After slipping into a coma, he died a week
later from a cerebral hemorrhage on January 24, Producer Sam Sherman briefly considered having former
Stooge Joe Besser appear in his place, but ultimately decided against it. Emil Sitka was announced as a Stooge
but never performed as such; he died on January 16, , six months after being disabled by a stroke. Legacy and
perspective[ edit ] Over half a century since their last short film was released, the Three Stooges remain
popular with audiences. Their films have never left American television since first appearing in , and they
continue to delight old fans while attracting new viewers. Aesthetically, the Stooges violated every rule that
constitutes "good" comedic style. Their characters lacked the emotional depth of Charlie Chaplin and Harry
Langdon ; they were never as witty or subtle as Buster Keaton. They were not disciplined enough to sustain
lengthy comic sequences; far too often, they were willing to suspend what little narrative structure their
pictures possessed in order to insert a number of gratuitous jokes. Nearly every premise they have employed
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spoofs of westerns, horror films, costume melodramas has been done to better effect by other comedians. And
yet, in spite of the overwhelming artistic odds against them, they were responsible for some of the finest
comedies ever made. Their humor was the most undistilled form of low comedy; they were not great
innovators, but as quick laugh practitioners, they place second to none. If public taste is any criterion, the
Stooges have been the reigning kings of comedy for over fifty years. In addition, the DVD market has allowed
fans to view the entire Stooge film corpus as distinct periods in their long, distinguished career rather than
unfairly comparing one Stooge to another the Curly vs. Shemp debate continues to this day [16] [17] [18]. The
team appeared in films, but it is the durability of the short films the Stooges made at Columbia Pictures that
acts as an enduring tribute to the comedy team.
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Story time just got better with Prime Book Box, a subscription that delivers hand-picked children's books every 1, 2, or 3
months â€” at 40% off List Price.

During which Christian festival were these early playlets performed? Quem Quaeritis was inserted into the
Easter Mass. Within a short period of time, similar playlets were added to the Christmas and Epiphany
services. What was the source of the stories which were dramatized? How were these plays staged inside the
church? As the playlets were extended and additional scenes were added, they were staged on a number of
small "platforms" or mansions distributed around the perimeter of the church. Both the performer and the
audience the congregation would move from one "platform" or scene to the next. Giotto di Bondone used the
same basic concept when he painted the twenty-three scenes of the Life of Christ on the walls of the Cappella
Scrovegni in Padua. What was a mansion or station? The mansion, or station, was the scenic facade used to
locate the action of the play. The plateau was the neutral playing area in front of the mansion on which the
actors performed. Who were the actors? Why, during the 13th century, were these plays moved out of the
church? As the plays became longer and more complicated, it became more and more difficult to stage them
indoors. There was also the feeling that the action in some of the plays, such as the Slaughter of the Innocents
from the Ordo Rachelis, an Epiphany Play, was too violent, too non-Christian, to be presented within the
church. When the dramatic production moved out doors, the plays were presented spoken, not sung in the
vernacular the language of the people by laymen. Although the dramas were still religious, they were no
longer a part of worship. Who produced these plays after they left the church? These medieval unions
provided the money and personal needed to present the plays. The church continued to provide the scripts and
directorial leadership. What is a pageant wagon? Pageant Wagon A pageant wagon held the mansion, the
plateau, and a dressing area on one structure. This wagon stage would then be moved from one gathering of
audience to the next, much like a float in a parade. See the illustrations of a Pageant Wagon on page In which
country was it used? How were these plays staged on the European continent? Setting of the Spearfish Passion
Play The mansions were arranged in a line, creating a "street," at the rear of a long narrow platform. At one
end stage right of the street was the Entrance to Heaven or Paradise and at the other end stage left was Gate to
Hell, the Hellsmouth. The Spearfish Passion Play used the continental approach to staging. See the illustration
of the Outdoor Stages at Valenciennes on page What is the difference between a mystery play, a miracle play,
and a morality play? The plot and characters were drawn from the books of the Bible. It was the major form of
Medieval drama. The best examples are the cycle plays of England. The York Cycle 14th century contained
forty-eight short plays and took approximately 14 hours to perform. The last known medieval performance of
the York Cycle was in Built its plot around the lives and the works of the saints. Some of the scripts were
biblical, others were not. These dramas were based on the spiritual trials of the average man. They formed a
bridge between the Medieval religious plays and the secular dramas of the Renaissance. The plays were
allegories about the moral temptations which beset every man. Give a specific example of a mystery play? Of
a miracle play? Of a morality play? Probably the most famous Passion Play is the Oberammergau Passion
Play which has been presented every ten years in the small Bavarian village of Oberammergau in south east
Germany since the middle of the 17th century. The last performance was during the summer of It will again
be performed in Oberammergau Passion Play Miracle play: These plays were presented, in Latin, on St.
Nicholas Day -- December 6th. Everyman late 15th century. Everyman is visited by Death. He is told that he
can take one friend with him on his long journey. Only Good Deeds will join him on his journey. The moral is
obvious. E-mail questions and comments to Larry Wild at wildl wolf.
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Chapter 4 : Chargers' Melvin Gordon after three-touchdown game: 'I could play better' - blog.quintoapp.com
After being called for only three penalties for 35 yards against Bowling Green, the Ducks were flagged five times for 55
yards Saturday. Reducing the number of penalties has been a point of emphasis for Cristobal after Oregon ranked last
in the Pac in penalties last season under Willie Taggart.

Despite individual differences, the public theatres were three stories high, and built around an open space at
the centre. Usually polygonal in plan to give an overall rounded effect, three levels of inward-facing galleries
overlooked the open centre into which jutted the stageâ€”essentially a platform surrounded on three sides by
the audience, only the rear being restricted for the entrances and exits of the actors and seating for the
musicians. The upper level behind the stage could be used as a balcony , as in Romeo and Juliet , or as a
position for a character to harangue a crowd, as in Julius Caesar. Usually built of timber, lath and plaster and
with thatched roofs, the early theatres were vulnerable to fire, and gradually were replaced when necessary
with stronger structures. When the Globe burned down in June , it was rebuilt with a tile roof. A different
model was developed with the Blackfriars Theatre , which came into regular use on a long term basis in The
Blackfriars was small in comparison to the earlier theatres, and roofed rather than open to the sky; it resembled
a modern theatre in ways that its predecessors did not. Elizabethan Shakespeare[ edit ] For Shakespeare as he
began to write, both traditions were alive; they were, moreover, filtered through the recent success of the
University Wits on the London stage. By the late 16th century, the popularity of morality and academic plays
waned as the English Renaissance took hold, and playwrights like Thomas Kyd and Christopher Marlowe
revolutionised theatre. Their plays blended the old morality drama with classical theory to produce a new
secular form. However, it was more ambiguous and complex in its meanings, and less concerned with simple
allegory. Inspired by this new style, Shakespeare continued these artistic strategies, [6] creating plays that not
only resonated on an emotional level with audiences but also explored and debated the basic elements of what
it means to be human. He takes from Aristotle and Horace the notion of decorum; with few exceptions, he
focuses on high-born characters and national affairs as the subject of tragedy. In most other respects, though,
the early tragedies are far closer to the spirit and style of moralities. They are episodic, packed with character
and incident; they are loosely unified by a theme or character. In comedy, Shakespeare strayed even further
from classical models. The Comedy of Errors, an adaptation of Menaechmi , follows the model of new
comedy closely. Like Lyly, he often makes romantic intrigue a secondary feature in Latin new comedy the
main plot element; [10] even this romantic plot is sometimes given less attention than witty dialogue, deceit,
and jests. The "reform of manners," which Horace considered the main function of comedy, [11] survives in
such episodes as the gulling of Malvolio. In these years, he responded to a deep shift in popular tastes, both in
subject matter and approach. At the turn of the decade, he responded to the vogue for dramatic satire initiated
by the boy players at Blackfriars and St. At the end of the decade, he seems to have attempted to capitalise on
the new fashion for tragicomedy , [12] even collaborating with John Fletcher , the writer who had popularised
the genre in England. The influence of younger dramatists such as John Marston and Ben Jonson is seen not
only in the problem plays, which dramatise intractable human problems of greed and lust, but also in the
darker tone of the Jacobean tragedies. One play, Troilus and Cressida , may even have been inspired by the
War of the Theatres. This change is related to the success of tragicomedies such as Philaster , although the
uncertainty of dates makes the nature and direction of the influence unclear. Style[ edit ] During the reign of
Queen Elizabeth, "drama became the ideal means to capture and convey the diverse interests of the time. His
verse style, his choice of subjects, and his stagecraft all bear the marks of both periods. In some of his early
works like Romeo and Juliet , he even added punctuation at the end of these iambic pentameter lines to make
the rhythm even stronger. To end many scenes in his plays he used a rhyming couplet to give a sense of
conclusion, or completion. Although a large amount of his comical talent is evident in his comedies, some of
the most entertaining scenes and characters are found in tragedies such as Hamlet and histories such as Henry
IV, Part 1. He argues that when a person on the stage speaks to himself or herself, they are characters in a
fiction speaking in character; this is an occasion of self-address. Furthermore, Hirsh points out that
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Shakespearean soliloquies and " asides " are audible in the fiction of the play, bound to be overheard by any
other character in the scene unless certain elements confirm that the speech is protected. Saying that
addressing the audience was outmoded by the time Shakespeare was alive, he "acknowledges few occasions
when a Shakespearean speech might involve the audience in recognising the simultaneous reality of the stage
and the world the stage is representing. As was common in the period, Shakespeare based many of his plays
on the work of other playwrights and recycled older stories and historical material. His dependence on earlier
sources was a natural consequence of the speed at which playwrights of his era wrote; in addition, plays based
on already popular stories appear to have been seen as more likely to draw large crowds. There were also
aesthetic reasons: Renaissance aesthetic theory took seriously the dictum that tragic plots should be grounded
in history. Even these plays, however, rely heavily on generic commonplaces. While there is much dispute
about the exact Chronology of Shakespeare plays , as well as the Shakespeare Authorship Question , the plays
tend to fall into three main stylistic groupings. The first major grouping of his plays begins with his histories
and comedies of the s. However, after the plague forced Shakespeare and his company of actors to leave
London for periods between and , Shakespeare began to use rhymed couplets in his plays, along with more
dramatic dialogue. For the next few years, Shakespeare would produce his most famous dramas, including
Macbeth , Hamlet , and King Lear. The romances are so called because they bear similarities to medieval
romance literature. Among the features of these plays are a redemptive plotline with a happy ending, and
magic and other fantastic elements. Canonical plays[ edit ] Except where noted, the plays below are listed, for
the thirty-six plays included in the First Folio of , according to the order in which they appear there, with two
plays that were not included Pericles, Prince of Tyre and The Two Noble Kinsmen being added at the end of
the list of comedies and Edward III at the end of the list of histories.
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ANALYSIS | What was an anonymous letter with serious allegations against Supreme Court nominee are now vivid
words from an accuser, putting a name and face on the charges and raising new questions.

It is unlikely that Shakespeare was involved directly with the printing of any of his plays, although it should be
noted that two of his poems, Venus and Adonis and The Rape of Lucrece were almost certainly printed under
his direct supervision. Hamlet Since its first recorded production, Hamlet has engrossed playgoers, thrilled
readers, and challenged actors more so than any other play in the Western canon. No other single work of
fiction has produced more commonly used expressions. The story of King Lear, an aging monarch who
decides to divide his kingdom amongst his three daughters, according to which one recites the best declaration
of love. Othello Othello, a valiant Moorish general in the service of Venice, falls prey to the devious schemes
of his false friend, Iago. Celebrated for the radiance of its lyric poetry, Romeo and Juliet was tremendously
popular from its first performance. The sweet whispers shared by young Tudor lovers throughout the realm
were often referred to as "naught but pure Romeo and Juliet. Read the play and see if you agree. Titus
Andronicus A sordid tale of revenge and political turmoil, overflowing with bloodshed and unthinkable
brutality. Henry V is the last in the second tetralogy sequence. The devious machinations of the deformed
villain, Richard, duke of Gloucester, made this play an Elizabethan favorite. It is considered a problem play,
due primarily to the character Helena and her ambiguous nature. Is she a virtuous lady or a crafty temptress?
The character of Shylock has raised a debate over whether the play should be condemned as anti-Semitic, and
this controversy has overshadowed many other aspects of the play. The story of two very different sets of
lovers, Beatrice and Benedick and Claudio and Hero. The witty banter between Beatrice and Benedick is the
highlight of the play. Pericles, Prince of Tyre Portions of Pericles are ripe with imagery and symbolism but the
first three acts and scenes v and vi the notorious brothel scenes of Act IV are considered inadequate and likely
the work of two other dramatists. The play was not included in the First Folio of The Taming of the Shrew
revolves around the troubled relationship between Katharina and her suitor, Petruchio, who is determined to
mold Katharina into a suitable wife. Troilus and Cressida is difficult to categorize because it lacks elements
vital to both comedies and tragedies. But, for now, it is classified as a comedy. Shakespeare loved to use the
device of mistaken identity, and nowhere does he use this convention more skillfully than in Twelfth Night.
The tale of two friends who travel to Milan and learn about the chaotic world of courting. We have a first-hand
account of a production of the play at the Globe in
Chapter 6 : Three Plays After: The Yalta Game, The Bear, Afterplay by Brian Friel
Euripides, the last of the three, usually built his three plays around a common idea. Only one complete trilogy has
survived: Aeschylus' Oresteia ("Agamemnon," "Libation Bearers," and "Eumenides") The satyr play is generally believed
to have been a comic treatment of the serious material covered in the tragedies.

Chapter 7 : Bear plays vuvuzela after Russia World Cup win - CNN Video
The Alabama men's basketball team was forced to play with three players during a stretch of its game against
Minnesota on Saturday after the entire Crimson Tide bench was ejected following a brawl.

Chapter 8 : Reader's Theater Scripts and Plays for the Classroom
These UK companies have carved well-defined price patterns that may support long entries or short sales after the
Brexit vote.

Chapter 9 : Doug Pederson gets testy after questions over Eagles' play selection - blog.quintoapp.com
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Doug Socha is ready to get off the bus. Over the past month, Keiser University's first-year football team has made road
trips to Kentucky, Virginia and Tennessee. For NAIA teams on tight budgets.
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